Desire and Intimacy

Teachers

James Stevenson
James’s passion is to help call forth our human
potential and our soul. His weave brings together
more than 19 years experience in techniques,
practices and information from the cutting edge of
Neuroscience, Tantra, Biodanza, Shamanic & Energy
Work, Integral theory and Taoist practices to create a
spirituality that is rooted in the body. His evolutionary
approach is to work on all lines, levels, states and
parts of ourselves in bringing forth our fullest
potential.
His work in meditation and tantra work draws on
many different traditions and paths he has studied
from Kashmir Shaivism, Baul mysticism, Advaita Vedanta, Vajrayana Buddhism,
Integral systems and Neo-tantra. He was very much influenced by the enlightened
master Osho and enjoyed spending time in Pune and the Humaniversity where he
became an AUM meditation leader.
His shamanic work includes being Vision Quest rites of passage guide, holding
Sweatlodge Ceremonies as well as Sacred Cacao Rituals. He is also part of the
International School of Temple Arts faculty and the Regional Organizer for Asia. He has
been dancing Biodanza since 2003 and now works as a teacher and a didactic teacher
(qualified to teach other teachers in Biodanza Schools). He also leads ecstatic dance
sessions, and ran the popular Awaken conscious night club in Edinburgh for many
years. www.awakenaslove.com

Catherine Hale
Catherine’s work takes people into the
depths of their being allowing them to
discover the truth of who they are, through
the exploration of their shadow. In this
journey of the soul she guides them to
return to the light so they can shine brighter
and bolder and to be the love that they are.
With over 20 years of teaching experience
Catherine blends the traditions of spiritual
psychotherapy with shamanism, trauma
healing and body-based modalities with energy work and Tantra.
Her work with clients is about embodiment, taking people into the places where they
have disconnected and reawakening their capacity to feel deeply. To rediscover how to
feel safe, how to experience agency and to move beyond a place of triggering. Here the
connection between sexuality and spirituality is key, and supporting people back into
pleasure is the pathway.
She offers empowering workshops, individual sessions, professional training and
retreats in:









Energy orgasm
Healing from trauma
Conscious relationships
Somatic sexuality and intimacy coaching
Womb healing
Energy healing
Tantric practices
Scar tissue healing

Her training has been extensive and her teachers include: Baba Dez, Janine
MacDonald, Bruce Lyon, Andrew Barnes, Dr. Betty Martin, Ellen Heed, Sheri Winston,
Steve Haines, Deej Juventin, Uma Ayelet Furman, OSHO and of course her beloved
Bart.
Catherine has a passion for learning and is due to qualify as a TRE (Trauma Release
Exercises) practitioner and a Sexological Body Worker in June 2017.
She is a faculty member of ISTA and facilitates global Spiritual Sexual Shamanic
Trainings (https://www.schooloftemplearts.org/)

Sy and Ash Balderson
We hold Love Lounges, Playshops, and one-toone Love Coaching sessions in the UK and all
around the world. We have a playful, creative &
alternative approach to life and have been loving,
working and playing together for 23 years. We
bring this wealth of relationship & loving
experience to everything we do and a session with
us is an invitation to come and discover your
deepest delicious self. We share from our own
experience through a variety of mediums including
Tantra, Sacred Sexual Healing, Sexological
Bodywork, energetic awareness & Conscious
Touch. We hold deeply delicious spaces where
we encourage conscious connection and juiciness on every level.
In all our playshops and private sessions we are here to ensure you feel really safe and
supported in your choices and explorations of yourself, whether individually or in
connection with others. We offer you a space to re-connect with your own true
expression of sexuality and joy, so… Come & Play!
Sy & Ash
“Be More!”
syandash@syandash.co.uk
http://www.syandash.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/syandash

Lin Holmquist
Lin started her spiritual journey early in life. With her
home deep in the swedish forests it was natural to her
to find the shamanistic path and to learn how to listen
to the animated life in the wilderness in the woods.
After finding a lot of healing in yoga, her journey turned
to India where she studied yoga, therapy and tantra
with scholars, nuns and mystics for a few years. She is
also educated in NLP, massage, she is a doula
(spiritual midwife) and nutritionist. The journey of yoga
brought her deep contact with the science of the body,
breath and movement but it was not until she found the
practise of tantra that she really found her deep truth.
Tantra led to a powerful awakening of kundalini. A
journey that made her change her view on life from
doing to being. From performing to receiving. After
kundalini awoken her path has been the path of her

true hearts calling.
Lin now works world wide with big events like the tantra festival at Ängsbacka, deep
trainings, smaller workshops and individual healing sessions.
Lins dream is to wake up in a world of peace - and her truth is that peace can not be
created trough resistance of war. Peace can only be created trough love and the world
needs a revolution of love - right now. That revolution starts with YOU!
#loverevolution
Please also link to my homepage: www.theartoflove.nu

Adam Wilder
Adam's passion is bringing people together. The
more we know about ourselves, the more we can be
with others. Adam is known for creating an
atmosphere of permission and combining it with
humour to help people drop into and explore new
parts of themselves. He is a champion of intimacy
and human connection.
Over the last 15 years Adam has been exploring
sexuality, performance, ritual, theatre, relationships
and brings diverse experience to his work. In 2012 he
started Shhh Dating - a speed dating company where
talking is replaced by eye gazing and non-verbal
connection games. His performance work led him to create Clowning in Nature with
Philip Burgers.
Adam considers himself an eternal student and continues to study sexuality,
relationships, gender, meditation and ritual. He shares his experience through
workshops, events and retreats.

Xavi Domènech
A contemporary mystic, he is one of the most
recognized masters of Tantra in Spain. He
defines Tantra as “to let oneself be touched by
Existence.”
At the young age of 16 he began the search for
Self by exploring different aspects of Tantra that
rapidly and completely changed his life. As a
result, this led him to decide to abandon all
social and cultural activity to further understand
and delve into the spectrum of Tantra. Soon
after, he came across Osho.
When he was 19 he began to share his
experience in social centers and then went on to
devote his entire life to it and professionally
continues to do so today. His intense and
ongoing research resides in the field of tantra, alchemy and mysticism, and humanistic
psychotherapy.
Within his more than 15 years of teaching experience, he has guided hundreds of
courses and thousands of people. Thanks to his great communication skills, he
manages to create an atmosphere of love, presence, relaxation and confidence that
allows participants of his courses to delve into the transformative alchemy of Tantra in a
comfortable, safe, liberating and inclusive way.
The pinnacle of his teachings is undoubtedly his 3 year-long group of personal
transformation: the Tantra Training. It is offered in Europe, Asia and America, and he is
its director and teacher.
He is also trained in Taoist Alchemy, Chiromassage, Namikoshi Shiatsu, Acupuncture
(Akenabe method), Family Constellations, Codependency, healing the inner child and
Pulsation (bioenergetics).
WWW.TANTRA.TRAINING

